
Purpose and goals
Like many academic libraries, the University of Pittsburgh’s 
Hillman Library is moving the bulk of its print collections to an off-
site facility to enhance space for patrons and new services. With 
this move we are committed to a rapid delivery time for retrieval 
of materials from remote storage. Our goal is to ensure a 24-
hour turnaround time from the initial request to availability of 
the desired item back on campus.  Coupled with this change, the 
disruption caused by the COVID-19 closures of our physical spaces 
added to the importance of ensuring that we can retrieve our print 
materials (regardless of their location) and deliver to our patrons in 
a timely and safe manner. 

Design, methodology, 
or approach
Process mapping is a tool that allows organizations improve their 
business processes.  It consists of “constructing a model that 
shows the relationships between the activities, people, data and 
objects involved in the production of a specified output.” (Biazzo, 
2002) For instance, it helps identify bottlenecks that may cause 
delays or inefficiencies which may add to the overall costs. It also 
helps define process boundaries, ownership, and responsibilities.   
The model allows for all participants in the process to:

• gain a deeper insight into their part of the larger process, and 
how it affects the the final output; 

• brainstorm ideas for improvements in their areas while 
appreciating the broader context and implications these may 
have “downstream”; 

• improve communication between all process participants; 

• provide for the development of detailed process documentation. 

Our project began with a mapping of the entire workflow for 
ordering, retrieval, and delivery of the off-site materials to patrons. 
Detailed workflow maps were created as a result of interviews with 
all process participants and in-person observations. The maps 
were then analyzed to identify any bottlenecks and inefficiencies. 
This analysis stage included new rounds of discussions with all 
process participants (both within their areas of responsibility and 
across the entire process). Recommendations for improvements 
were made, tested, and implemented based on the analysis of 
gains and associated costs.
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Findings
We found process mapping methods to be very effective in 
analyzing workflows within a service. It allowed for a holistic view 
of the service and allowed us to quickly identify problem areas 
which we could correct with the least resources and most impact.  

Whilst at the outset of the project we had assumed that delays 
and inefficiencies were predominantly associated with the 
workflows within the storage unit, process mapping revealed 
that changes in other parts of the workflow (outside of in-storage 
processes) would result in the biggest gains.  The analysis of time 
lapsed between different parts of the process revealed that most 
delays took place outside the storage facility itself.  We learnt that 
the biggest delays were associated with the dispatch of e-mails 
to patrons informing them of availability of their requested items.  
These were scheduled for thrice-daily release, adding up to four 
hours to the wait times for patrons.  A simple change in the system 
code allowed for generation and dispatch of notices every 15 
minutes.  We also moved the final “pull” to begin around 4pm and 
extended the schedule of the  delivery van to include an extra run 
from storage. This allowed for requests made in the afternoon to 
reach main campus on the same day (an analysis of the volume of 
requests had shown a concentration of them between 11am and 
4pm).  Other changes that contributed to improved turnaround 
times were in the design of the patron request form. This reduced 
the number of “bad” requests thus removing the need for 
storage staff to conduct additional queries before items could be 
located and retrieved. In addition, we introduced a “triage” into 
the workflow, so all requests for materials were first reviewed by 
customer service staff in our Main Library and any issues relating 
to the patron request were resolved before it was forwarded to 
the storage staff. This approach added an additional step to the 
process (up to 1 hour of processing time), but released storage 
staff from spending time resolving bad requests.  

The process mapping approach proved very useful in rapid 
process development of fulfillment services during COVID-19. The 
visual representations of possible workflows were used by the 
team to quickly identify the most efficient approaches, inform all 
staff involved in service delivery about the new processes, and 
ensure that performance data was captured.

Practical implications or value
The process mapping approach is an effective way of engaging all 
process participants in reflecting on their current practice. It:

• provides a view of the entire process, allowing participants to 
understand interdependencies and appreciate how “their part” 
of the workflow affects other parts and the final output;

• allowed these participants to be active partners in devising 
changes and taking “ownership” of the new workflow;

• engaged process participants - the visual nature of process 
mapping method led to many “aha!” moments;

• allowed process participants to see, in near real-time, how the 
revised service performs and react quickly to any arising issues. 
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8:45am: 1 LCSU staff prints stickers for Get It Books 
requests (22 stickers printed; during term there may 

be between 40 and 80 stickers)  These include 
requests placed from 3pm previous day or 4pm on 

Friday) 

9:09am: 2 LCSU staff divide stickers by tray location 
and begins pull process 

9:28am: pull complete

9:30am: attach green bands and stickers; discharge in 
call slip

9:45am: items placed in bins ready for collection

10:30am: items picked up by truck

45 min.  Can up to additional 
58 items be processed in this 

time?

Solutions: if more than 40 stickers 
printed, add another LCSU staff to 
collect pulled items and process 

green bands and stickers while pulling 
still in progress (30-45 min)

11:30am: 1 LCSU staff prints stickers and pick sheets 
(Get It books; Get It journals; EzBorrow and RapidILL) 15 

Get It Books; 8 Get It Journals; 5 Rapid ILL and 7 
EZBorrow = total 35 items)

11:35am: 20 items checked for tray address and barcode 
in Voyager and hand written on pick sheet

11:40am: 2 LCSU staff divide stickers and pick sheets by 
location and begins pulling process (if 12 or fewer items - 

only 1 LCSU staff pulls)

12:16pm: pull complete (3 items not found in High Bay - 
all journals; subsequently 2 found on re-shelve trucks)

pull time depends on 
skills and experience of 
cherry picker operator 

(17min vs. 31min) 

12:20pm: attach green bands and stickers and pick lists; 
discharge in relevant systems (call slip and PALCI)

12:30pm: items placed in bins ready for collection (Get IT 
books)

12:30pm: items placed on UPS table (EZBorow)
12:30pm items placed on scanning table (Get IT Journals 

and RapidILL)

1:30pm: items 
picked up by 
truck (Get IT 

books)

10:30am (next 
day ): UPS 

pickup 
(EZBorrow)

1:30pm: begin 
scanning RapidILL 
(priority) followed 

by GET IT 
Journals

6 Rapids and 6 Get Its.  Process 
completed at 3pm (scan - load to 
RapidILL or OCLC Art Service and 

discharge in call slip and Rapid ILL).  
When more requests, scanning stops 

around 5pm and is picked up following 
day at 1:30pm.

 Get It Books: requests placed 
between 8:45 and 11:30am; 

Get It Journals: requests 
placed between 3pm previous 
day and 11:30am; EZBorrow 
requests placed from 1:30pm 

previous day

Process date in call 
slip; ship date in 

PALCI

Process date in 
call slip

Prioritization for pulling:  Get IT 
Books and Journals; RapidILL, 
EzBorrow (If lots of other items, 

EZBorrow items are not pulled until 
3pm)

3:00pm or later: 1 LCSU staff prints stickers and 
pick sheets (Get It books, Get It journals, and 

RapidILL) 12 Get It Books only 
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3:10pm: 1 LCSU staff begins pulling items

3:25pm: attach green bands and stickers; 
discharge in call slip

3:30pm: items placed in bin for collection (Get It 
Books)

3:30pm items placed on scanning table (Get IT 
Journals and RapidILL)

 Get It Books and Journals 
and RapidILL: requests 

placed between 11:30am 
and 3pm 

7:45am: items 
picked up by truck 

(Get IT books)

1:30pm: begin 
scanning 

RapidILL (priority) 
followed by GET 

IT Journals

Fig. 1:  
Remote Storage workflow  
– based on observation 

Fig. 2:  
Remote Storage workflow – developed from 
observation and interviews with process 
participants and analysis of data (see Fig. 3).   

Fig. 3:  
An example of data (evidence) supporting the process 
mapping exercise (nearly 40% of all requests are placed 
between noon and 4pm and under the original workflow 
these material would not reach main campus until 8 or 
11:30am the following day, and patrons would not be 
notified until after 1:30pm)  

Fig. 4:  
Comparison of turnaround times under old workflow 
FY18 and workflow after process mapping-identified 
changes (weekday average time decreased from 
36 hours to 22 hours).  Weekend hours decreased 
between 10 and 20 hours)


